[Feedback strategies for routine surveys of quality indicators in outpatient oncology care].
The study deals with the efficiency and possible improvements of quality promotion with quality indicators (QI). The goal is to investigate the practical use of feedback from QI surveys in the field of oncology office practices. It captures both the acceptance of results and the independent initiation of search- and improvement strategies. The value of best practice examples is of further interest. Within one year, data of six QI of 31 physicians from 24 oncology practices were collected twice and the results were sent back in individual reports including a benchmarking. Practices with particularly good results in individual QI sectors were surveyed in semi-structured telephone interviews about their processes. Based on these results, best practice examples were created and provided to all participating practices to stimulate improvement. Further, two paper-based surveys about the acceptance and handling of results as well as the use of best practice examples were conducted. The practices accepted the reported results as an instrument to assess their own care quality (70 %) and indicated that had been able to identify improvement potentials (75 %). Improvement strategies were developed or planned by approximately every second practice in the respective sectors. The practices were interested in the best practice examples and rated them as helpful (70 %). Many of them indicated that they were already taking up some of the suggestions for improving the organization of their own processes or were planning to do so. The extraction of information on QI from patient files is a tedious task for the practices. Both the implementation of the necessary internal measures after receiving the results report as well as the adaptation of external process examples to their own processes is challenging. Nevertheless, oncology practices benefit from the feedback of the results of QI surveys and best practice examples. Thus, QI surveys and the reporting of results can actively encourage quality development.